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ON A THEOREM OF BERTOLINI-DARMON ABOUT
RATIONALITY OF STARK-HEEGNER POINTS OVER
GENUS FIELDS OF REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS
CHUNG PANG MOK
Abstract. In this paper, we remove certain hypothesis in the
theorem of Bertolini-Darmon on the rationality of Stark-Heegner
points over narrow genus class fields of real quadratic fields. Along
the way, we establish that certain normalized special values of L-
functions are squares of rational numbers, a result that is of inde-
pendent interest, and can be regarded as instances of the rank zero
case of the Birch and Swinnerton-dyer conjecture modulo squares.
1. Introduction
Let E{Q be an elliptic curve over Q whose conductor we denote as
N , and fE being the weight two cuspidal eigenform of level N that
is attached to E{Q. We assume that E has multiplicative reduction
at an odd prime p}N , which will be fixed in this Introduction section.
Put M :“ N{p. Let χ1, χ2 be a pair of quadratic (or trivial) Dirichlet
characters, corresponding to quadratic (or trivial) field extensions of
Q with discriminants D1, D2 respectively. Assume that D1, D2 are
relatively prime, and that D1, D2 are relatively prime to N . Put ǫ :“
χ1 ¨χ2, which is assumed to be non-trivial. Denote by K the quadratic
field extension ofQ that corresponds to the Dirichlet character ǫ, which
has discriminant equal to D :“ D1 ¨ D2. The pair pχ1, χ2q defines a
narrow genus class character χ of K, and corresponds to the quadratic
(or trivial) extension Hχ “ Qp
?
D1,
?
D2q of K that is unramified at
all the finite primes of K, namely the narrow genus class field of K
corresponding to the pair pχ1, χ2q. We also regard the narrow genus
class character χ as a character of GalpHχ{Kq.
Now in addition, we assume that K is real quadratic, and satisfies
the modified Heegner hypothesis:
‚ The prime p is inert in K.
‚ All primes dividing M splits in K.
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Denote by Kp the completion of K at the prime ideal pOK . Note
that the prime ideal pOK splits in Hχ. By fixing a prime of Hχ that
lies over pOK , we can embed Hχ into the completion Kp.
As a special case of the theory in [D], one can give a p-adic analytic
construction of certain points Pχ P EpKpq associated to the data fE
and χ. The point Pχ is a certain linear combination (weighted by the
values taken by χ) of Stark-Heegner points that were defined in loc.
cit. It is conjectured that, up to non-zero integer multiples, the point
Pχ lies in EpHχq, and also that the Pχ is non-torsion if and only if
L1p1, E{K,χq ‰ 0; here Lps, E{K,χq is the complex Rankin-Selberg
L-function attached to the pair fE and χ.
In [BD1], this was established under certain hypotheses. To state
their results, we first need some more setup.
The condition that K is real quadratic, together with the modi-
fied Heegner hypothesis, implies that ǫp´Mq “ 1, and hence that
χ1p´Mq “ χ2p´Mq. Finally, denote by wM the sign of the Atkin-
Lehner involution at M acting on fE.
The main theorem of [BD1] could be stated as follows:
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 4.3 of [BD1]) Assume in addition the fol-
lowing conditions hold:
‚ E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p.
‚ χ1p´Mq “ ´wM .
Then there is a global point Pχ P pEpHχqbQqχ, and t P Qˆ, such that
Pχ “ t ¨Pχ as elements in EpKpqbQ. Furthermore, Pχ is non-torsion
if and only if L1p1, E{K,χq ‰ 0.
The main theorem of this paper is as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.1 holds, without having to assume that E
has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p.
Here, the main point being that, for the proof of Theorem 4.3 in
[BD1], a crucial input is the main result in [BD2] (to be recalled in
section 2 below), which was established under the condition that E{Q
has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p, and this is also
the only place where [BD1] had to assume this condition on E{Q. In
this paper, we show that the main result of [BD2] holds without having
to assume that E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some prime other
than p. Once this is done, then the same argument used for the proof
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of Theorem 4.3 of [BD1] go through, without having to assume that
E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p. On the
other hand, the condition χ1p´Mq “ ´wM seems to be quite intrinsic
to the method used in [BD1] and we are not able to remove it at the
present moment.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we recall
the main result of [BD2], and also our previous work [M1], where we
were able to establish the main result of [BD2] without having to as-
sume that E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than
p, provided that we could show that certain normalized special values of
L-functions that were studied in [M2], is a square of a rational number,
c.f. Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. The remaining parts of the paper
are then independent of sections 1 and 2. In section 3, we study this
type of normalized special values of L-functions in a more general set-
ting, which is of interest on its own, especially in view of the fact that,
the Birch and Swinnerton-dyer conjecture also implies that these nor-
malized special L-values are squares of rational numbers, up to factor
of 2. Modulo certain hypothesis which will be harmless for establishing
Theorem 2, we show that these normalized special L-values are indeed
squares of rational numbers, c.f. Theorem 3.2 for the precise statement.
This is achieved by combining the arguments that are generalization of
those in [M2], with the results in section 4, concerning the extensions
of some of the results of Ribet-Takahashi [RT] and Takahashi [Tak] to
the setting of Shimura curves associated to quaternion algebras over
totally real fields [De].
Notations
For a number field F , we will denote its ring of integers as OF , and
a place of F will in general be noted as v. The finite places, which
correspond to the prime ideals of OF , will also be denoted as l, p, q
etc. The completion of F at v is noted as Fv, and πv denotes a local
uniformizer of Fv.
If V is a vector space over a field L equipped with an action of a
group G, then for χ a character of G with values in L, we denote by
V χ the χ-eigenspace of V with respect to the action of G.
2. Re´sume´ on the results in [BD2] and [M1]
In this section, we recall the main results from [BD2] and [M1].
As before E{Q is an elliptic curve with conductor N , that E{Q has
multiplicative reduction at a fixed odd prime p}N , and fE is the weight
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two cuspidal eigenform of level N attached to E{Q. DenoteM :“ N{p.
The sign wN of the Atkin-Lehner involution at N acting on fE has a
decomposition wN “ wM ¨wp, where wM and wp are signs of the Atkin-
Lehner involution at M and respectively at p acting on fE. The sign
of the functional equation for the complex L-function Lps, E{Qq “
Lps, fEq is equal to ´wN .
Let ap “ appEq be the Up-eigenvalue of fE. Then since E{Q is
multiplicative at p, one has ap “ ´wp “ ˘1, and thus in particular fE
is ordinary at p. Let f8 “ tfku be the p-adic Hida family lifting fE; so
for integer k ě 2 that is sufficiently close to 2 in the weight space, fk
is a p-ordinary cuspidal eigenform of weight k, and such that f2 “ fE.
Let also χ1 be a Dirichlet character whose conductor is relatively prime
to N . One has the Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum [MTT] p-adic L-functions
Lpps, fk, χ1q attached to fk and χ1, with respect to choices of complex
period factors Ω˘fk (which does not depend on χ1) for the newform
associated to fk. Furthermore, following Greenberg-Stevens [GS], the
complex periods Ω˘fk can be chosen in such a way that the p-adic L-
functions Lpps, fk, χ1q associated to the members of the Hida family
f8 “ tfku can be packaged into a two variable p-adic L-function, i.e.
there exists a p-adic analytic function Lpps, k, f8, χ1q of the two p-adic
variables s and k, such that for integer k ě 2 sufficiently close to 2 in
the weight space, one has Lpps, k, f8, χ1q “ Lpps, fk, χ1q.
Suppose now that the Dirichlet character χ1 is quadratic (or triv-
ial), which thus corresponds to a quadratic (or trivial) extension of Q;
denote the discriminant of this extension as D1 (thus the conductor of
χ1 is equal to the absolute value of D1). The sign of the functional
equation for the complex L-function Lps, E{Q, χ1q “ Lps, fE , χ1q is
equal to ´χ1p´NqwN . We now recall the following theorem from
[BD2], that concerns the specialization of the two variable p-adic L-
function Lpps, k, f8, χ1q to the line s “ k{2, under the conditions that
χ1ppq “ ap, and also that χ1p´Nq “ wN , i.e. the sign of the functional
equation for Lps, E{Q, χ1q “ Lps, fE, χ1q is equal to ´1.
Theorem 2.1. (Theorem 5.4 of [BD2]) Assume χ1 satisfies:
χ1p´Nq “ wN , and χ1ppq “ ap.
In addition, assume that E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some
prime other than p. Then we have:
‚ The function Lppk{2, k, f8, χ1q vanishes to order at least 2 at
k “ 2.
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‚ There exists a global point Pχ1 P pEpQp
?
D1qq b Qqχ1, and
ℓ P Qˆ, such that
d2
dk2
Lppk{2, k, f8, χ1q
ˇˇ
ˇ
k“2
“ ℓplogE Pχ1q2
here logE is the p-adic formal group logarithm on E (defined as
in equation (7) of [BD2]).
‚ The point Pχ1 is non-torsion if and only if L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0.
‚ The image of ℓ in Qˆ{pQˆq2 is equal that of Lalgp1, E{Q, χ2q “
Lalgp1, fE, χ2q, the algebraic part of the L-value Lp1, E{Q, χ2q “
Lp1, fE , χ2q, where χ2 is any quadratic Dirichlet character whose
conductor is relatively prime to N and also relatively prime to
the conductor of χ1, and satisfying the following conditions:
(a) χ2p´1q “ χ1p´1q.
(b) χ2plq “ χ1plq for all primes l dividing M .
(c) χ2ppq “ ´χ1ppq.
(d) Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.
Here in the final portion of the above theorem, we note, under the
condition χ1p´Nq “ wN , one has that for any quadratic Dirichlet
character χ2 satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) above, that the sign
of the functional equation for Lps, E{Q, χ2q “ Lps, fE , χ2q is equal to
´χ2p´NqwN “ χ1p´NqwN “ `1, and thus there exists infinitely many
χ2 satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d), by the main result
of Murty-Murty [MM] or by Friedberg-Hoffstein [FH]. Secondly, the
quantity Lalgp1, E{Q, χ2q “ Lalgp1, fE, χ2q, namely the algebraic part
of the L-value Lp1, E{Q, χ2q “ Lp1, fE , χ2q, is defined as:
Lalgp1, E{Q, χ2q “ Lalgp1, fE, χ2q :“ cχ2Lp1, fE , χ2q
τpχ2qΩχ2p´1qfE
where cχ2 is the conductor of χ2 and τpχ2q is the Gauss sum of χ2, while
Ω˘fE are the complex periods for fE that are used for the definition of
the p-adic L-function associated to fE.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 of [BD1] which is recalled as Theorem 1.1
in the Introduction, relies on the above theorem of [BD2] as one of the
main inputs; in particular, the hypothesis that requires E{Q to have
multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p in [BD1], is due
to the use of this theorem from [BD2], which requires this condition to
be satisfied.
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In [M1], we had extended the above main theorem of [BD2] to the
setting of elliptic curves over totally real fields F such that p is inert in
F . By using a base change argument to a suitable real quadratic field F ,
we then obtained in section 6 of [M1] the following result concerning
the original situation of E{Q, without having to assume that E{Q
has multiplicative reduction at some prime other than p (the idea of
considering base change to real quadratic fields was already suggested
in [BD2]). We state the result that we need from [M1] as follows:
Theorem 2.2. (c.f. p. 929 - 931 of [M1]) As before E{Q is an elliptic
curve with multiplicative reduction at an odd prime p with conductor
N . Assume again that χ1 satisfies:
χ1p´Nq “ wN , and χ1ppq “ ap.
Then we have:
‚ The function Lppk{2, k, f8, χ1q vanishes to order at least 2 at
k “ 2.
‚ There exists a global point P1χ1 P pEpQp
?
D1qq b Qqχ1, and
ℓ2 P Qˆ, such that
d2
dk2
Lppk{2, k, f8, χ1q
ˇˇ
ˇ
k“2
“ ℓ2plogE P1χ1q2.
Here the image of ℓ2 in Qˆ{pQˆq2 is specified more precisely
below.
‚ The point P1χ1 is non-torsion if and only if L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0.
Here, according to Remark 6.6 of [M1], the specification of ℓ2 in
Qˆ{pQˆq2 is given as follows. We need some preparations. Firstly, in
the context of Theorem 2.2, we also have the condition χ1p´Nq “ wN
as in Theorem 2.1, and thus as before, there exists infinitely many
quadratic Dirichlet characters χ2 whose conductor is relatively prime
to N , and also relatively prime to the conductor of χ1, and satisfies the
conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of the final portion of Theorem 2.1; recall
that these are:
(a) χ2p´1q “ χ1p´1q.
(b) χ2plq “ χ1plq for all primes l dividing M :“ N{p.
(c) χ2ppq “ ´χ1ppq.
(d) Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.
Take any such choice of χ2. The product χ1 ¨ χ2 is then a quadratic
Dirichlet character that corresponds to a real quadratic extension F of
Q, with the property that p is inert in F , while all primes dividing M
splits in F . Denote by p :“ pOF the prime of OF above p. The pair
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pχ1, χ2q also defines a narrow genus class character of F , which will be
noted as χF . When regarded as a Hecke character χF “ b1vχF,v, it is
unramified at all the finite primes of OF , and one has the following:
χF,vp´1q “ χ1p´1q “ χ2p´1q for archimedean v; if q is a prime number
that is inert in F and q “ qOF the prime of OF above q, then we have
χF,q ” 1; in particular we have χF,p ” 1. On the other hand, if l is a
prime number that splits in F , then χF,lpπlq “ χ1plq “ χ2plq for prime
l of F that lies over l.
We consider the base change of E to F . Then E{F is again modular
by the theory of base change; more precisely E{F is associated to fE ,
the cuspidal Hilbert eigenform over F of parallel weight two with level
NOF , given by the base change of fE from GL2{Q to GL2{F . Then
for any Hecke character δ of F , the complex L-function Lps, E{F, δq is
equal to Lps, fE , δq. We have in particular that:
Lps, E{F, χF q “ Lps, fE, χF q
“ Lps, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lps, E{Q, χ2q “ Lps, fE, χ1q ¨ Lps, fE , χ2q.
Now the signs of the functional equations for Lps, E{Q, χ1q and Lps, E{Q, χ2q
are opposite to each other, and hence the sign of the functional equation
for Lps, E{F, χF q is equal to ´1.
We now consider quadratic Hecke characters δ “ b1vδv of F , unram-
ified at the primes of OF dividing N , and satisfying the conditions:
(1) δvp´1q “ χF,vp´1q for archimedean v.
(2) δppπpq “ ´χF,ppπpq “ ´1
(3) δlpπlq “ χF,lpπlq for any prime l of F dividing M “ N{p.
(4) Lp1, E{F, δq ‰ 0.
Here for any quadratic Hecke character δ of F satisfying conditions
(1), (2), (3), the sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{F, δq “
Lps, fE, δq is opposite to that of Lps, E{F, χF q, and hence is equal to
`1, and thus the existence of such a δ that satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4)
follows from the main result of [FH].
We can now finally come back to the portion of Theorem 2.2 con-
cerning the specification of the image of the rational number ℓ2 in
Qˆ{pQˆq2. With the notations as already setup above, we have, ac-
cording to Remark 6.6 of [M1], that the image of ℓ2 in Qˆ{pQˆq2 is
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given by:
ℓ2(2.1)
“ Lalgp1, E{Q, χ2q ¨ 2
D
1{2
F pNF {QcδqLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩwfE q2
mod pQˆq2
Here cδ is the conductor of δ and NF {Qcδ is its norm, while τpδq is
the Gauss sum of δ. The term DF is the discriminant of F , and finally
w :“ χ1p´1q “ χ2p´1q.
Thus in order to compare the derivative formula of Theorem 2.2 with
that of Theorem 2.1, we need to analyze the quantity:
2
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩwfEq2
(2.2)
The general method of Shimura allows us to prove that (2.2) is a ratio-
nal number, c.f. Proposition 3.1 below, but to prove that it is actually
the square of a rational number, new technique is required. We will
analyze this in section 3 and 4 below (which are independent of sec-
tion 1 and 2). In Theorem 3.2 below, whose proof will be completed
in section 4, we show that (2.2) is indeed the square of a (non-zero)
rational number, under the conditions that L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0 and
Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0 (the condition Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0 is of course al-
ready enforced as condition (d) on χ2 above). Admitting this for the
moment, we thus obtain the:
Corollary 2.3. The statement of Theorem 2.1 holds without having to
assume that E{Q is multiplicative at some prime other than p.
Proof. We place ourselves in the situation of Theorem 2.2. Firstly we
note, subject to Theorem 3.2 that we will establish below, that when
L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0, then the quantity (2.2) is the square of a (non-zero)
rational number; hence by (2.1), the image of ℓ2 in Qˆ{pQˆq2 is the
same as that of ℓ as specified in the final portion of Theorem 2.1. Thus
the statement of Theorem 2.1 holds.
On the other hand, if L1p1, E{Q, χ1q “ 0, then in the context of
Theorem 2.2, the point P1χ1 is torsion, and so logE P
1
χ1
“ 0. The
derivative formula then shows that d
2
dk2
Lppk{2, k, f8, χ1q
ˇˇ
k“2
“ 0. So
again the statement of Theorem 2.1 holds; we may simply take Pχ to
be the zero element in pEpQp?D1qq bQqχ1 . 
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Now with Corollary 2.3 being established, then as discussed in the
Introduction, the same arguments in [BD1] used for establishing Theo-
rem 1.1 (i.e. Theorem 4.3 of [BD1]) then carry through without having
to assume that E{Q has multiplicative reduction at some prime other
than p. Thus we obtain Theorem 1.2, subject to establishing Theorem
3.2 in the next two sections.
3. Certain special L-values
In this section, we look at certain special L-values that in particular
include those stated in equation (2.2). The discussions in the present
section and the next are independent of the previous sections.
Thus again E{Q is an elliptic curve with conductor N , and fE being
the weight two cuspidal eigenform of level N attached to E{Q, and
Ω˘fE be (positive) real and imaginary periods associated to fE . We
consider a setup slightly more general than the previous sections, in
the following sense. We consider the setting where N can be factored
as N “ MQ, where M,Q are relatively prime, and Q is square-free
(the setting in the previous sections is the special case where Q “ p).
We fix a pair of quadratic (or trivial) Dirichlet characters χ1, χ2, whose
conductors are relatively prime to each other and also relatively prime
to N . The Dirichlet characters χ1, χ2 corresponds to quadratic (or
trivial) extension ofQ, whose discriminants would be denoted asD1, D2
respectively.
We assume that the following conditions are satisfied (these condi-
tions are the modified Heegner hypothesis in our current setting):
‚ χ1p´1q “ χ2p´1q. We denote this common sign as w.
‚ χ1plq “ χ2plq for all primes l dividing M .
‚ χ1pqq “ ´χ2pqq for all primes dividing Q.
We also assume that χ1, χ2 are not both trivial; this is automatic
from the third item of the above conditions when Q ‰ 1. The product
χ1 ¨χ2 is then a quadratic Dirichlet character that corresponds to a real
quadratic field F , such that all primes dividing M split in F , while all
primes dividing Q are inert in F . The discriminant of F is denoted
as DF . The pair pχ1, χ2q defines a quadratic (or trivial) narrow genus
class character χF of F as before; denote by HχF the quadratic (or
trivial) narrow genus class field extension of F that corresponds to χF .
Recall that χF,vp´1q “ χ1p´1q “ χ2p´1q “ w for archimedean v; if q is
a prime number that is inert in F and q “ qOF the prime of OF above
q, then we have χF,q ” 1. On the other hand, if l is a prime number
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that splits in F , then χF,lpπlq “ χ1plq “ χ2plq for prime l of F that lies
over l.
Again denote by fE the base change of fE from GL2{Q to GL2{F ,
which is a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform of parallel weight two and con-
ductor equal to NOF that corresponds to E{F . As before one has:
Lps, E{F, χF q “ Lps, fE, χF q
“ Lps, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lps, E{Q, χ2q “ Lps, fE, χ1q ¨ Lps, fE , χ2q.
In the case where Q is a product of an odd number of primes (which
in particular is the case in the setting of previous two sections), then the
sign of the functional equations for Lps, E{Q, χ1q and Lps, E{Q, χ2q are
opposite to each other, and hence the sign of the functional equation
for Lps, E{F, χF q is ´1. On the other hand, in the case, where Q is a
product of an even number of primes, then the sign of the functional
equations for Lps, E{Q, χ1q and Lps, E{Q, χ2q are equal, and hence the
sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{F, χF q is `1.
We now consider Lps, E{F, δq, where δ “ b1vδv is a quadratic Hecke
character of F , satisfying δvp´1q “ w for the archimedean places v of
F . Then firstly, we have:
Proposition 3.1. For any quadratic character δ “ b1vδv of F , satis-
fying δvp´1q “ w for the archimedean places v of F , we have that the
expression:
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩwfEq2
is a rational number.
Proof. As in section 5.1 of [M1], there is a (non-zero) period factor
Ωw,wfE associated to the cuspidal Hilbert eigenform fE , such that for any
finite order Hecke character δ “ b1vδv of F , satisfying δvp´1q “ w for
all the archimedean places v of F , the expression:
NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδ´1qΩw,wfE
belongs to the field extension QpfE , δq of Q generated by the Hecke
eigenvalues of fE and the values taken by δ. But the Hecke eigenvalues
of fE are rational integers (since fE corresponds to the elliptic curve
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E{F ), and thus QpfE , δq reduces to the field extension Qpδq of Q gen-
erated by the values of δ. Next, by Lemma 6.1 of [M1], since fE arises
as base change of fE from GL2{Q to GL2{F , one has that the quotient:
D
´1{2
F pΩwfEq2
Ωw,wfE
belongs to the field extension QpfEq ofQ generated by the Hecke eigen-
values of fE , which is just Q since the Hecke eigenvalues of fE are
rational numbers (fE corresponds to the elliptic curve E{Q). Thus for
any δ as above, the expression:
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδ´1qpΩwfEq2
belongs to Qpδq. So in particular, if δ is quadratic, then δ´1 “ δ and
Qpδq “ Q, and the proposition is proved. 
We now impose additional conditions on δ. For each finite place v
of F , we fix a local uniformizer πv for the completion Fv of F at v. We
now consider quadratic Hecke characters δ “ b1vδv of F , unramified
at primes of OF dividing N , such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
‚ (a) δvp´1q “ χF,vp´1q “ w for archimedean v.
‚ (b) δlpπlq “ χF,lpπlq for all prime l of F dividing M .
‚ (c) δqpπqq “ ´χF,qpπqq “ ´1, for all primes q of F dividing Q.
For any such δ, we claim that the sign of the functional equation for
Lps, E{F, δq is equal to `1. Indeed if Q is a product of an odd number
of primes, then the sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{F, χF q
is ´1, while the sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{F, δq is op-
posite to that of Lps, E{F, χF q, hence is equal to `1. On the other
hand, if Q is a product of an even number of primes, then the sign of
the functional equation for Lps, E{F, χF q is `1, while the sign of the
functional equation for Lps, E{F, δq is equal to that of Lps, E{F, χF q,
hence is also equal to `1.
Thus by the main result of [FH], there exists infinitely many qua-
dratic Hecke characters δ of F unramified at primes dividing N satisfy-
ing conditions (a), (b), (c) and such that Lp1, E{F, δq “ Lp1, fE , δq ‰ 0.
We now focus on the case where Q is a product of an odd num-
ber of primes, so in particular Q ‰ 1 (recall that in the setting of
sections 1 and 2, Q “ p is an odd prime). In this case, the sign of
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the functional equation for Lps, E{Q, χ1q and Lps, E{Q, χ2q are op-
posite to each other, and that the sign of the functional equation for
Lps, E{F, χF q is equal to ´1. Thus L1p1, E{F, χF q ‰ 0 if and only if
exactly one of the following holds:
L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0, Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0
or
Lp1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0, L1p1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.
We now state the main result of this section, whose proof will be
completed in section 4:
Theorem 3.2. With notations as above we are in the setting whereQ is
a product of an odd number of primes. Suppose that L1p1, E{F, χF q ‰
0. Then for any quadratic Hecke character δ of F that is unramified
at primes dividing N , and satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) as above,
the expression :
2
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩwfEq2
(3.1)
is the square of a rational number.
Note that as the real and imaginary period factors Ω˘fE are well-
defined up to Qˆ-multiples, we have that the statement of Theorem
3.2 is meaningful (since ΩwfE enters into the formula (3.1) as pΩwfEq2).
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 3.2, we observe that this is
exactly the situation of equation (2.2) in section 2, namely in the sit-
uation there we had L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0 and Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0, and so
L1p1, E{F, χF q “ L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.
Remark 3.3. As all the primes q dividing Q are inert in F , and in
particular unramified in F , we can take, for the prime q “ qOF of
OF that lies over q, the uniformizer πq to be simply q itself. Thus by
condition (c) imposed on δ, we have δqpqq “ ´1. In particular δ|Aˆ
Q
is
not trivial. Thus Waldpsurger type central value formula could not be
directly applied to the pair fE and δ to study the rationality property of
the L-value Lp1, E{F, δq.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 3.2, the argument is a gener-
alization of that of section 3 of [M2] (and also [M3] for corrections of
some of the computations in section 3 of [M2]); the basic idea is to
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construct auxiliary CM extensions of both Q and F , and then ap-
ply Gross-Zagier type formulas. Thus we assume that the condition
L1p1, E{F, χF q ‰ 0 is satisfied. By symmetry between χ1 and χ2, we
may assume that L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0, Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0, in which case
we have:
L1p1, E{F, χF q “ L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.(3.2)
The sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{Q, χ1q is thus ´1, and
the sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{Q, χ2q is `1. Fix a
quadratic Hecke character δ of F unramified at primes dividing N
and satisfying conditions (a), (b) (c) above. We may assume that
Lp1, E{F, δq ‰ 0 (for otherwise the expression (3.1) is trivially the
square of a rational number).
We consider the set of quadratic Dirichlet characters χ3, with con-
ductor relatively prime to N , and also relatively prime to the conductor
of that of χ1 and χ2, and satisfies the following conditions:
‚ χ3p´1q “ ´χ1p´1q “ ´χ2p´1q.
‚ χ3plq “ χ1plq “ χ2plq for all primes l dividing M
‚ χ3pqq “ χ1pqq “ ´χ2pqq for all primes q dividing Q.
For any such χ3, the sign of the functional equation for Lps, E{Q, χ3q
is opposite to that of Lps, E{Q, χ1q, hence is equal to `1. Thus by
[MM] or [FH], we may choose such a χ3 such that Lp1, E{Q, χ3q ‰ 0.
Fix such a χ3, which corresponds to a quadratic extension of Q whose
discriminant would be denoted as D3.
The product χ1 ¨ χ3 is then a quadratic Dirichlet character, cor-
responding to an imaginary quadratic extension L{Q, such that all
primes dividing N “MQ split in L. Similarly, the product χ2 ¨χ3 is a
quadratic Dirichlet character, corresponding to an imaginary quadratic
extension rL{Q, such that all primes dividing M split in L, while all
primes dividing Q are inert in rL. In addition, the pair pχ1, χ3q defines
the quadratic (or trivial) genus class character χL of L, and similarly
the pair pχ2, χ3q defines the quadratic (or trivial) genus class character
χrL of rL. We also denote by HχL the quadratic (or trivial) genus class
field extension of L that corresponds to χL.
We have:
L1p1, E{L, χLq “ L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ3q ‰ 0.(3.3)
Lp1, E{rL, χrLq “ Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ3q ‰ 0.(3.4)
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Next we consider the set of quadratic Hecke characters δ1 “ b1vδ1,v
of F , that are unramified at the primes of OF dividing N and also the
at the primes of OF dividing the conductor of δ, and satisfying the
following conditions:
‚ δ1,vp´1q “ ´δvp´1q (“ ´χF,vp´1q) “ ´w for archimedean v.
‚ δ1,lpπlq “ δlpπlq (“ χF,lpπlq) for all primes l dividing M .
‚ δ1,qpπqq “ δqpπqq (“ ´χF,qpπqq) “ ´1 for all primes q dividing
Q.
For any such δ1 satisfying the above conditions, the sign of the func-
tional equation for Lps, E{F, δ1q is equal to that of Lps, E{F, δq (noting
that the number of archiemdean places of F is equal to two), hence is
equal to `1. Thus by [FH], there exists infinitely many such δ1 such
that Lp1, E{F, δ1q ‰ 0. Fix such a δ1. Denote by K1 the quadratic
extension of F that corresponds to δ1.
The product χF ¨ δ1 is then a quadratic Hecke character of F , that
corresponds to an imaginary quadratic CM extension K of F , such
that all primes of OF that divide M split in K, while all the primes of
OF that divide Q are inert in K.
Similarly the product δ ¨ δ1 is a quadratic Hecke character of F , that
corresponds to an imaginary quadratic CM extension rK of F , such
that all primes of OF that divides N “MQ split in rK.
The pair pχF , δ1q then defines a quadratic (or trivial) genus class
character δK of K; denote by HδK the quadratic (or trivial) genus class
field extension of K that corresponds to δK . We have:
Lps, E{K, δKq “ Lps, E{F, χF q ¨ Lps, E{F, δ1q.
Similarly the pair pδ, δ1q defines a quadratic genus class character δ rK
of rK; we have:
Lps, E{ rK, δ rKq “ Lps, E{F, δq ¨ Lps, E{F, δ1q.
In particular we have:
L1p1, E{K, δKq “ L1p1, E{F, χF q ¨ Lp1, E{F, δ1q ‰ 0(3.5)
Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq “ Lp1, E{F, δq ¨ Lp1, E{F, δ1q ‰ 0.(3.6)
The equations (3.2) - (3.6) together then gives:
Lp1, E{F, δq(3.7)
“ L
1p1, E{L, χLq ¨ Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ2q2
L1p1, E{K, δKq ¨ Lp1, E{rL, χrLq
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To analyze the various terms in (3.7), we firstly note that:
cχ2Lp1, E{Q, χ2q
τpχ2qΩwfE
P Qˆ(3.8)
As for L1p1, E{L, χLq, since L is an imaginary quadratic extension
of Q such that all primes dividing N splits in L, we can apply the
Gross-Zagier formula to the pair E{Q and χL [GZ]:
L1p1, E{L, χLq “ 4
D
1{2
L
xfE, fEy
degE{Q
htpPχLq(3.9)
The explanation of the terms involved are as follows. Here DL is the
absolute value of the discriminant of L, while xfE, fEy is the Petersson
inner product of fE , normalized as on p. 899 of [M1] (with F “ Q and
hence d “ 1 in loc. cit.).
We fix a modular parametrization over Q of E{Q by the modu-
lar curve X0pNq{Q, and denote by degE{Q the degree of this modular
parametrization (the degrees of all the different modular parametriza-
tion of E{Q by X0pNq{Q differ at most by multiplication of squares of
rational numbers). Finally PχL P pEpHχLq bQqχL and htpPχLq is its
Neron-Tate height.
Since L1p1, E{L, χLq “ L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ3q ‰ 0, the point
PχL has non-zero Neron-Tate height and is hence non-torsion. The
theorem of Kolyvagin [K] asserts that dimQpEpHχLq bQqχL “ 1 and
that pEpHχLq bQqχL is spanned by PχL.
More precisely, since L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ‰ 0 and Lp1, E{Q, χ3q ‰ 0,
Kolyvagin’s theorem [K] asserts that dimQpEpQp
?
D1qqbQqχ1 “ 1 and
dimQpEpQp
?
D3qq bQqχ3 “ 0. By the same argument as in Theorem
4.7 of [BD2] or Corollary 4.2 of [M1], we see that the point PχL may
be chosen so that PχL P pEpQp
?
D1qq bQqχ1 ; in fact the vanishing of
pEpQp?D3qq bQqχ3 gives pEpHχLq bQqχL “ pEpQp
?
D1qq bQqχ1.
As for L1p1, E{K, δKq, we would like to use the generalized Gross-
Zagier formula of Zhang [Z1,Z2] to the pair E{F and δK . Note that
the conductor of E{F is equal to NOF “ MOF ¨QOF , while K is an
imaginary quadratic CM extension of the real quadratic field F , such
that all primes of OF dividing MOF splits in K, and all primes of OF
dividing QOF are inert in K. Finally note that QOF is a product of an
odd number of distinct prime ideals of OF (recall that Q is a product
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of an odd number of primes and that all primes dividing Q are inert in
F ). Thus we can apply the generalized Gross-Zagier formula of Zhang
[Z1,Z2] to the pair E{F and δK and obtain:
L1p1, E{K, δKq “ 8pNF {QDK{F q1{2
xfE , fEy
degE{F
htpPδKq(3.10)
The explanation of the terms involved are as follows. Here DK{F
is the relative discriminant ideal of K{F and NF {QDK{F is its norm,
while xfE, fEy is the Petersson inner product of fE , normalized as on p.
899 of [M1].
We fix a modular parametrization over F of E{F by the Shimura
curveXpMOF ,QOF q{F . HereXpMOF ,QOF q{F is the Shimura curve
over F with Eichler level MOF associated to the quaternion algebra
B over the real quadratic field F that ramifies exactly at the primes
of OF dividing QOF and at one of the two archimedean places of F
(if we fix an embedding ι : F ãÑ R, then the archimedean place of
F where B ramifies corresponds to the embedding ι ˝ σ : F ãÑ R,
where σ is the Galois conjugation of F over Q); c.f. for example
section 4.1 of [M1] for the Shimura curves that we use. Denote by
degE{F the degree of this modular parametrization (the degrees of all
the different modular parametrization of E{F by XpMOF ,QOF q{F
differ at most by multiplication of squares of rational numbers); we
remark that the degree degE{F of the modular parametrization of E{F
by XpMOF ,QOF q{F is in general defined in terms of the Jacobian
of XpMOF ,QOF q{F ; we will discuss this in more detail in section 4
below. Finally PδK P pEpHδK q bQqδK and htpPδK q is its Neron-Tate
height.
In a way similar to before, since we have:
L1p1, E{K, δKq “ L1p1, E{F, χF q ¨ Lp1, E{F, δ1q ‰ 0,
one has that the point PδK has non-zero Neron-Tate height and is hence
non-torsion. Theorem A of [Z1] (following the methods of Kolyvagin-
Logachev [KL]) asserts that one has dimQpEpHδK q b QqδK “ 1 and
that pEpHδK q bQqδK is spanned by PδK .
More precisely, since L1p1, E{F, χF q ‰ 0 and Lp1, E{F, δ1q ‰ 0, The-
orem A of [Z1] asserts that one has
dimQpEpHχF q bQqχF “ 1 and dimQpEpK1q bQqδ1 “ 0
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(recall that K1 is the quadratic extension of F that corresponds to δ1).
By the same argument as in Corollary 4.2 of [M1], we see that the
point PδK may be chosen so that PδK P pEpHχF q bQqχF ; in fact the
vanishing of pEpK1q bQqδ1 gives pEpHδK q bQqδK “ pEpHχF q bQqχF .
We now apply the same argument back to pEpHχF q bQqχF , using:
L1p1, E{F, χF q “ L1p1, E{Q, χ1q ¨ Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0.
Namely that since Lp1, E{Q, χ2q ‰ 0, Kolyvagin’s theorem [K] asserts
that dimQpEpQp
?
D2qq b Qqχ2 “ 0. By the same argument as in
Theorem 4.7 of [BD2] or Corollary 4.2 of [M1], we see that pEpHχF q b
QqχF “ pEpQp?D1qq bQqχ1 . Thus the point PδK may also be taken
as a non-torsion point in pEpQp?D1qq bQqχ1 .
Thus both the points PχL and PδK can be taken as non-torsion
points in pEpQp?D1qq bQqχ1 , which is of dimension one over Q. As
the Neron-Tate height is a quadratic form, we have
htpPχLq
htpPδKq
P pQˆq2
Combining this with equation (3.9) and (3.10) gives:
L1p1, E{L, χLq
L1p1, E{K, δKq(3.11)
“ 2 ¨ `NF {QDK{F
DL
˘1{2 ¨ degE{F
degE{Q
¨ xfE, fEyxfE, fEy mod pQ
ˆq2
Next we deal with the value Lp1, E{rL, χrLq. Firstly let B be the def-
inite quaternion algebra over Q that ramifies at the primes dividing Q
and at the archimedean place of Q. We denote by φE the scalar-valued
automorphic eigenform (with trivial central character) with respect to
the group Bˆ, with Eichler level M , that corresponds to fE under
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence; we normalize φE be requiring
that the values taken by the automorphic form φE lies in Q (which
is possible because the Hecke eigenvalues of fE are in Z). With this
normalization φE is then well-defined up to Q
ˆ-multiples. Fix such a
choice for φE in what follows. We denote by xφE, φEy the Petersson
inner product of φE, which is normalized as on p. 901 of [M1]; we will
explicate this normalization in more details in section 4.
We would like to apply the central value formula of Zhang [Z2] (that
generalizes the results in [Gr]) to the L-value Lp1, E{rL, χrLq. Indeed rL
is an imaginary quadratic extension of Q such that all primes dividing
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M splits in rL, and all primes dividing Q are inert in rL. Thus Zhang”s
central value formula [Z2] is applicable to Lp1, E{rL, χrLq; and under
our normalization that the values taken by φE lie in Q, the formula of
Zhang gives (c.f. also equation (3.9) and (3.10) of [M1], with F “ Q
and d “ 1 in loc. cit.):
Lp1, E{rL, χrLq(3.12)
“ 1
D
1{2
rL
xfE, fEy
xφE, φEy ˆ the square of a rational number.
As before DrL as the absolute value of the discriminant of rL.
Now we turn to the value Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq. Firstly we define BF :“
BbQF , where B is as before. Then BF is the totally definite quaternion
algebra over F , that splits at all the finite places of F , and is ramified
at all the archimedean places of F . Denote by ΦE the scalar-valued
automorphic eigenform (with trivial central character) with respect to
the group BˆF , with Eichler level NOF “ MQOF , that corresponds
to fE under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence; we normalize ΦE
be requiring that the values taken by the automorphic form ΦE lie in
Q (which is possible because the Hecke eigenvalues of fE are in Z).
With this normalization ΦE is then well-defined up to Q
ˆ-multiples.
Fix such a choice for ΦE in what follows. We denote by xΦE,ΦEy the
Petersson inner product of ΦE , which is normalized as on p. 901 of
[M1]; we will explicate this normalization in more details in section 4.
We again would like to apply the central value formula of Zhang [Z2],
to the L-value Lp1, E{rL, δ rKq. For this recall that rK is an imaginary
quadratic CM extension of F such that all primes of OF dividing
NOF “ MQOF split in rK. Thus the central value formula of Zhang
[Z2] is applicable to Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq; and under our normalization that
the values taken by ΦE lie in Q, the formula of Zhang gives (c.f. also
equation (3.9) and (3.10) of [M1]):
Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq(3.13)
“ 1pNF {QD rK{F q1{2
xfE , fEy
xΦE ,ΦEy ˆ the square of a rational number.
As before D rK{F is the relative discriminant ideal of rK over F , and
NF {QD rK{F is its norm.
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Now the values Lp1, E{rL, χrLq and Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq are both non-zero.
Thus (3.12) and (3.13) gives:
Lp1, E{ rK, δ rKq
Lp1, E{rL, χrLq
(3.14)
“ ` DrL
NF {QD rK{F
˘1{2 xfE , fEy
xfE, fEy
xφE, φEy
xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQ
ˆq2
Substituting (3.8), (3.11) and (3.14) into (3.7), we obtain:
Lp1, E{F, δq
pΩwfEq2
(3.15)
“ 2 ¨ τpχ2q2
`DrL
DL
˘1{2`NF {QDK{F
NF {QD rK{F
˘1{2 degE{F
degE{Q
xφE, φEy
xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQ
ˆq2
Now we have the standard conductor-discriminant identities:
DF “ cχ1 ¨ cχ2 , DL “ cχ1 ¨ cχ3 , DrL “ cχ2 ¨ cχ3
NF {QD rK{F “ NF {Qcδ ¨NF {Qcδ1
NF {QDK{F “ NF {QcχF ¨NF {Qcδ1 “ NF {Qcδ1
(for the identity on the last line, note that χF is a narrow genus class
character of F and so cχF “ OF ). Substituting these identities into
(3.15), we obtain:
D
1{2
F pNF {Qcδq1{2Lp1, E{F, δq
pΩwfEq2
(3.16)
“ 2 ¨ cχ2 ¨ τpχ2q2 ¨
degE{F
degE{Q
xφE, φEy
xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQ
ˆq2
And since the characters χ2 and δ are quadratic, we have the Gauss
sum identities:
τpχ2q2 “ χ2p´1q ¨ cχ2 “ w ¨ cχ2
τpδq “ imδpNF {Qcδq1{2 “ w ¨ pNF {Qcδq1{2
here mδ is equal to the number of (real) archimedean places v of F such
that δvp´1q “ ´1; recall also that in our case δvp´1q “ χF,vp´1q “ w
for archimedean place v of F , hence mδ “ 0 is w “ `1, and mδ “ 2 if
w “ ´1; thus imδ “ w.
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Thus applying these identities to (3.16), we finally obtain:
2
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩwfE q2
(3.17)
“ degE{F
degE{Q
xφE, φEy
xΦE,ΦEy mod pQ
ˆq2
On comparing the expression (3.1) with (3.17) we see that the proof
of Theorem 3.2 is completed, once we establish that the right hand side
of (3.17) is equal to the square of a rational number. This is accom-
plished by the following key lemma, which by itself is independent of
the discussion of L-values in this section:
Lemma 3.4. Let E{Q be an elliptic curve, whose conductor N is of
the form N “ MQ, where pM,Qq “ 1 and Q is a product of an odd
number of distinct primes.
Denote by fE the normalized weight two cuspidal eigenform of level
N “ MQ that corresponds to E{Q. Denote by degE{Q the degree of a
(fixed) parametrization of E{Q by the modular curve X0pNq{Q.
Let F be a real quadratic extension of Q, such that all primes divid-
ing M split in F , while all primes dividing Q are inert in F . Let fE
be the base change of fE from GL2{Q to GL2{F ; thus fE is a parallel
weight two cuspidal Hilbert eigenform over F of level NOF “ MQOF
that corresponds to E{F . Denote by degE{F the degree of a (fixed)
parametrization of E{F by XpMOF ,QOF q{F , the Shimura curve of
Eichler level MOF associated to the quaternion algebra B over F that
ramifies exactly at the primes of OF dividing QOF and at one of the
two archimedean places of F (if we fix an embedding ι : F ãÑ R, then
the archimedean place of F where B ramifies corresponds to the em-
bedding ι ˝ σ : F ãÑ R, where σ is the Galois conjugation of F over
Q).
Denote by B the definite quaternion algebra over Q, that ramifies at
the primes dividing Q and the archimedean place. Let φE be a scalar-
valued automorphic eigenform (with trivial central character) with re-
spect to the group Bˆ of Eichler level M , that corresponds to fE under
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. Similarly let ΦE be a scalar-
valued automorphic eigenform (with trivial central character) with re-
spect to the group BˆF “ pB bQ F qˆ of Eichler level MQOF , that
corresponds to fE under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence (recall
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that BbQF ramifies exactly at the archimedean places of F and is split
at all the finite places of F ).
We normalize φE and ΦE so that they take values in Q (with this
condition φE and ΦE are uniquely determined up to Q
ˆ-multiples).
Denote by xφE, φEy the Petersson inner product of φE with itself, and
similarly for xΦE ,ΦEy (these Petersson inners products are normalized
as on p. 901 of [M2]).
Then we have:
degE{Q “
`ź
q|Q
cq
˘xφE, φEy mod pQˆq2(3.18)
and
degE{F “
`ź
q|Q
cq
˘xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQˆq2(3.19)
where for q|Q, we denote cq “ cqpE{Qq as the q-valuation of the min-
imal discriminant of E{Q.
In particular:
xΦE ,ΦEy
degE{F
“ xφE, φEy
degE{Q
mod pQˆq2
We will establish Lemma 3.4 in the next section, and thus completing
the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.5. For more discussions related to the explicit form of gen-
eralizations of Gross-Zagier type formulas, we refer to [H], specifically
Theorem 4.4.2 and Theorem 5.6.2 of [H], or [CST], specifically Theo-
rem 1.5 and Theorem 1.10 of [CST].
Before proceeding to section 4, we make the following additional ob-
servations, which are not needed for the proof of Lemma 3.4 in section
4. Here we only require Q to be square-free. Let Eδ{F be the quadratic
twist of E{F by the quadratic Hecke character δ of F , with δ as before.
We have Lps, Eδ{F q “ Lps, E{F, δq. Now the conductor of E{F , which
is equal to NOF “ MQOF , is relatively prime to the conductor cδ of
δ. Thus the conductor of Eδ{F is equal to Nc2δ. Assume for simplicity
that, in addition that 2 is unramified in F . Then the rank 0 case of
the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for Eδ{F implies that the
normalized L-value (3.1) is always the square of a rational number, up
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to a factor of two, without having to assume that L1p1, E{F, χF q ‰ 0.
The argument we give below is similar to that of Proposition 2.2 of
[M2] and Proposition 1 of [M3].
We may choose Ω˘fE so that they are equal to the real and imaginary
periods Ω˘
E{Q of E{Q with respect to the Neron differential associated
to a global minimal Weierstrass equation for E{Q. Define:
ΩEδ{F :“
τpδq
NF {Qcδ
pΩwE{Qq2 “
1
pNF {Qcδq1{2 |Ω
w
E{Q|2.
Up to a power of two, the number ΩEδ{F is equal to the real period
factor for the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for Eδ{F , c.f for
example Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 3.2 of [P]; here we note that, be-
cause of the assumption that 2 is unramified in F , the reasoning in loc.
cit. concerning minimal Weierstrass equations at 2-adic valuation, also
applies to our current situation of Eδ{F .
Now we may assume that Lp1, Eδ{F q “ Lp1, E{F, δq ‰ 0. Then
the rank 0 case of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for Eδ{F
gives:
D
1{2
F NF {QcδLp1, E{F, δq
τpδqpΩw
E{Qq2
“ D
1{2
F Lp1, Eδ{F q
ΩEδ{F
¨“ p
ś
l clpEδ{F qq ¨#IIIpEδ{F q
p#EδpF qtorsq2
with the symbol
¨“ being equality up to a power of two (recall that
the number ΩEδ{F is equal to the real period factor for Eδ{F , up to a
power of two). The numbers clpEδ{F q are the local Tamagawa factors
of Eδ{F at the various primes l of OF . We have clpEδ{F q “ 1 for l not
dividing the conductor of Eδ{F ; i.e. clpEδ{F q “ 1 for l relatively prime
to N “ MQ and cδ. Finally by the Shafarevich-Tate conjecture for
Eδ{F (which is part of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture), the
order of the Shafarevich-Tate group #IIIpEδ{F q is a finite, in which
case it must be a square.
Thus it suffices to show that
ś
l clpEδ{F q is a square, up to a factor
of two. We proceed as follows.
Now if l is a prime of OF dividing M , then denoting by l the rational
prime of Z that lies below l, we have l splits in F , and lOF “ l ¨ l, where
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l is the conjugate of l overQ. The local components δl and δl are trivial,
and hence:
clpEδ{F q “ clpE{F q “ clpE{Qq
clpEδ{F q “ clpE{F q “ clpE{Qq
where clpE{Qq is the local Tamagawa factor of E{Q at the rational
prime l. Thus clpEδ{F q ¨ clpEδ{F q “ pclpE{Qqq2. Hence:ź
l|M
clpEδ{F q “ p
ź
l|M
clpE{Qqq2
which is a square.
If l is a prime of OF dividing Q, then we have l “ lOF , where l is
the rational prime of Z that lies below l. Now E{Q has multiplicative
reduction at primes dividing Q, and the rational prime l|Q is inert in
F . Thus E{F has split multiplicative reduction at l. In turn, since the
local component δl of δ satisfies δlpπlq “ ´1, it follows that Eδ{F has
non-spit multiplicative reduction at l. In this case, we have clpEδ{F q
is equal to 1 if the normalized valuation at l of the minimal discriminant
of Eδ{F is odd, and is equal to 2 otherwise. In any case it is a square
up to a factor of 2.
Finally if l divides cδ, then Eδ{F has additive reduction at l. Firstly
assume that l is relatively prime to 2. Then we are in case 6 of Tate’s
algorithm [T1]; the reduction type is of I˚0 , and we have that clpEδ{F q
is equal to 1, 2 or 4, c.f. Proposition 5 of [Ru]. In any case it is a square
up to a factor of 2.
Now we deal with the case where l divides cδ and l lies above the
prime 2. Recall that we have made the additional assumption that
2 is unramified in F . Also note that the normalized valuation ordl cδ
of cδ at l is either equal to 2 or 3. Call these case (i) and case (ii)
respectively.
Define flpEδ{F q to be the normalized valuation at l of the conductor
of Eδ{F . As recalled above, the conductor of Eδ{F is equal to Nc2δ.
Thus flpEδ{F q is equal to 4 in case (i) and 6 in case (ii).
Now we need to know something about ordl∆
minpEδ{F q, the nor-
malized valuation at l of the minimal discriminant ideal ∆minpEδ{F q
of Eδ{F . From proposition 2.4 of [P], we see that:
ordl∆
minpEδ{F q “ 12, in case (i)
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and
ordl∆
minpEδ{F q “ 6 or 18, in case (ii)
Specifically, case (i) corresponds to part 2 b) of Proposition 2.4 of
[P], while case (ii) corresponds to part 2(c) of Proposition 2.4 of [P].
Here again, the reasoning in loc. cit. concerning minimal Weierstrass
equations at 2-adic valuation also applies to our current situation of
Eδ{F , because of our additional assumption that 2 is unramified in F .
Now we use Ogg’s formula [O]:
flpEδ{F q “ 1´mlpEδ{F q ` ordl∆minpEδ{F q
where mlpEδ{F q is by definition the number of irreducible components
(not counting multiplicities) of the geometric special fiber of the proper
minimal regular model of Eδ{F over OFl . It follows that in case (i) we
have mlpEδ{F q “ 9, while in case (ii) we have mlpEδ{F q is equal to 1 or
13. By going through the list of Kodaira-Neron for additive reduction
types (for example the table in section 6 of [T1]), we see that in case
(i), the possible reduction types for Eδ{F at l are type I˚4 and type
II˚, while in case (ii), the possible reduction types are type II and
type I˚8 . In all these cases, the local Tamagawa number clpEδ{F q is
again is equal to 1, 2 or 4.
4. Completion of proofs
It remains to establish Lemma 3.4. The arguments are independent
of the previous sections. We first begin with a more general setup as
follows.
Let F be a totally real field, and n an ideal of OF . An admissible
factorization n “ n`n´ is defined by the condition that n`, n´ is a pair
of relatively prime ideals of OF , and such that the following holds for
n´: in the case where rF : Qs is odd, we assume that n´ is a square-
free product of an even number of distinct prime ideals of OF (we allow
n´ “ OF ), while in the case where rF : Qs is even, we assume that n´
is a square-free product of an odd number of distinct prime ideals of
OF . Given an admissible factorization n “ n`n´, note that if p, q are
distinct prime ideals that divide n´, then the pair n`pq and n´ppqq´1
again gives an admissible factorization of n.
Fix an archimedean place ν of F corresponding to field embedding ι :
F ãÑ R. We denote by Xpn`, n´q{F the (compact) Shimura curve over
F of Eichler level n`, defined with respect to the quaternion algebra
over F that ramifies exactly at the prime ideals of OF dividing n´,
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and at the archimedean places of F other than ν. In the special case
where F “ Q, ideals n`, n´ corresponds to positive integers N`, N´,
and n corresponds to N :“ N`N´. In the case where N´ “ 1, so
N “ N`, then XpN, 1q is taken to be the (compactified) modular
curve X0pNq{Q.
Consider an elliptic curve E{F with conductor equal to n. We as-
sume that E{F has multiplicative reduction at some prime dividing n
(thus this is automatic when n´ ‰ OF , for instance when rF : Qs is
even). In particular E{F does not have complex multiplication. Also
assume that E{F is modular, namely that E{F is associated to a par-
allel weight two cuspidal Hilbert eigenform f over F of level n (thus in
particular the Hecke eigenvalues of f all belong to Z).
By the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence and the isogeny theorem,
one has that E{F admits a modular parametrization over F by the
Shimura curve Xpn`, n´q{F , for any given admissible factorization n “
n`n´. More precisely, denote by Jpn`, n´q{F the Jacobian variety of
Xpn`, n´q{F (see for example p. 29 of [Z1] or section 5.1 of [H] for the
definition of the Jacobian variety of Xpn`, n´q{F ). Then there exists
a non-constant morphism of abelian varieties over F :
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
which will be referred to as a modular parametrization of E{F by
Xpn`, n´q{F or by Jpn`, n´q{F . Corresponding to h, denote by:
h_ :“ E{F Ñ Jpn`, n´q{F
the dual morphism (here we are using the fact that E{F and Jpn`, n´q
are canonically self-dual). The degree degphq of the modular parametriza-
tion h, is defined to be the unique positive integer d, such that
rds “ h ˝ h_
with rds being the multiplication by d endomorphism on E{F . The
choice of h is not unique, but since E{F does not have complex multi-
plication, one has that, the degrees of the different choices of modular
parametrizations of E{F by Xpn`, n´q{F differ by multiplication by
squares of non-zero rational numbers.
A modular parametrization h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F as above is
said to be optimal, if kerphq is connected, i.e. an abelian sub-variety
of Jpn`, n´q{F , in which case E{F is said to be an optimal quotient
of Jpn`, n´q{F (via h). In general given a modular parametrization
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h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F , there is an elliptic curve E 1{F that is isoge-
neous over F to E{F , and such that E 1{F admits an optimal modular
parametrization h1 : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E 1{F (in particular E 1{F corre-
sponds to the same cuspidal Hilbert eigenform f).
Recall that we assumed that E{F has multiplicative reduction at
some prime dividing n. Let p be one such prime of multiplicative
reduction (thus p exactly divides n). Put cppE{F q :“ ordp∆minpE{F q.
We first observe the following: if g : E{F Ñ E 1{F is an isogeny over F
(so E 1{F again has multiplicative reduction at p), then
degpgq ¨ cppE 1{F q “ cppE{F q mod pQˆq2.
This follows from Tate’s uniformization theory, which in particular
describes the set of all isogenies over Fp2 between E{Fp2 and E 1{Fp2
(here Fp2 is the quadratic unramified extension of the completion Fp
of F at p), in terms of the Tate q-parameters qpE{Fpq, qpE 1{Fpq P
Fˆp , c.f. Theorem on p. 177 of [T2], and the fact that cppE{F q “
ordp qpE{Fpq, cppE 1{F q “ ordp qpE 1{Fpq (thus the above relation in fact
holds for isogeny over Fp2 between E{Fp2 and E 1{Fp2).
From this it follows that, if E 1{F is isogeneous over F to E{F , then
for any modular parametrization h1 : Jpn`, n´q Ñ E 1{F , one has:
degph1q ¨ cppE 1{F q “ degphq ¨ cppE{F q mod pQˆq2.(4.1)
This will be used repeatedly below.
Proposition 4.1. Let p, q be distinct prime ideals that divide n´. For
any modular parametrizations:
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
rh : Jpn`pq, n´ppqq´1q{F Ñ E{F
we have the relation:
degprhq “ cppE{F q ¨ cqpE{F q ¨ degphq mod pQˆq2
Proof. Consider optimal parametrizations:
h1 : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E 1{F
rh2 : Jpn`pq, n´ppqq´1q{F Ñ E2{F
with E 1{F and E2{F both being isogeneous over F to E{F . Using
(4.1), we see that it suffices to show that
degprh2q “ cppE 1{F q ¨ cqpE2{F q ¨ degph1q mod pQˆq2.
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In the case where F “ Q, this follows from the result proved by Ribet-
Takahashi, see Theorem 2 of [RT]. For general totally real F , it is given
in Theorem 3.2.7 of [De]. 
Corollary 4.2. As before consider an admissible factorization n “
n`n´. In the case where rF : Qs is odd, consider two modular parametriza-
tions of E{F :
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
rh : Jpn,OF q{F Ñ E{F
then we have
degprhq “ `ź
q|n´
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ degphq mod pQˆq2.
In the case where rF : Qs is even, let p be a prime ideal dividing n´.
Consider two modular parametrizations of E{F :
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
rh : Jpnp´1, pq{F Ñ E{F
then we have
degprhq “ ` ź
q|n´p´1
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ degphq mod pQˆq2.
Proof. This follows from successively applying Proposition 4.1, on re-
calling that in the case where rF : Qs is odd, that n´ is a square-free
product of an even number of distinct prime ideals of OF , while in the
case where rF : Qs is even, that n´p´1 is a square-free product of an
even number of distinct prime ideals of OF . 
To continue we first define some more quantities.
As before let n “ n`n´ be an admissible factorization, and let p be
a prime that exactly divides n. The Shimura curve Xpn`, n´q{F has
semi-stable reduction at the prime p. In the case where p divides n`,
and F “ Q, this is due to Deligne-Rapoport [DR] (N´ “ 1) and K.
Buzzard [Bu] (N´ ‰ 1), while for F ‰ Q this is due to Carayol [Ca]. In
the case where p divides n´, this is due to Cerednik [Ce] and Drinfeld
[Dr] (c.f. also [Ku, BC, BZ]; for a summary of the results of Cerednik
and Drinfeld, the reader may also refer to section 1.4 - 1.5 of [N]).
These authors have constructed proper flat model X pn`, n´q{OFp for
Xpn`, n´q{Fp, with semi-stable reduction (the model X pn`, n´q{OFp is
admissible in the sense of Jordan-Livne´ [JL]).
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The Jacobian Jpn`, n´q{F thus also has semi-stable reduction at the
prime p. More precisely, denote by J pn`, n´q{OFp the Neron model
over OFp of Jpn`, n´q{Fp. Consider the special fibre J pn`, n´qkp over
the reside field kp of OFp . By work of Raynaud [Ra] (see for example
section 2 of [Ri] for a summary), we have, as a consequence of the
integral semi-stable models X pn`, n´q{OFp for Xpn`, n´q{Fp as men-
tioned above, the following: the identity component J pn`, n´q0kp is a
semi-abelian variety over kp, and we have a short exact sequence:
1 Ñ T Ñ J pn`, n´q0kp Ñ A Ñ 1
where T is a torus over kp and A is an abelian variety over kp (in the
case where p divides n´ then in fact A is trivial, as follows from the
integral model X pn`, n´q{OFp given by Cerednik and Drinfeld). Put
Xp “ Xppn`, n´q :“ HompT{kp ,Gm{kpq
which is a finite free Z-module equipped with action of Galpkp{kpq and
Hecke operators at primes not dividing n.
By Grothendieck [G, Theorem 10.4], there is a monodromy pairing
p¨, ¨qp : Xppn`, n´q ˆ Xppn`, n´q Ñ Z (we are using again the auto-
duality of Jacobian), which we refer to as the monodromy pairing with
respect to Jpn`, n´q{F at the prime p. By Theorem 11.5 of [G], the
monodromy pairing induces a short exact sequence:
0 Ñ Xppn`, n´q Ñ HomZpXppn`, n´q,Zq Ñ Φppn`, n´q Ñ 0
where
Φppn`, n´q :“ J pn`, n´qkp{J pn`, n´q0kp
is the finite abelian group of the components of J pn`, n´qkp .
Now as before let h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F be a modular parametriza-
tion. Then E{F has multiplicative reduction at the prime p. Denote
by E{OFp the Neron model of E{Fp over OFp . Put:
ΦppE{F q :“ Ekp{E0kp
then #ΦppE{F q “ cppE{F q. Denote by:
h˚ : Φppn`, n´q Ñ ΦppE{F q
the map on the component groups induced by h.
The Z-module Xppn`, n´q satisfies a multiplicity one property with
respect to the action of the Hecke operators at primes not dividing n,
namely that the f -eigen-submodule of Xppn`, n´q (with respect to the
action of the Hecke operators at primes not dividing n) is of Z-rank
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one; in the case F “ Q c.f. for example the argument in the proof of
Proposition 1 in [RT]; the general totally real case is similar. Denote
by ξf a Z-generator.
Proposition 4.3. Let n “ n`n´ be an admissible factorization. Sup-
pose that
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
is an optimal parametrization, and that p is a prime ideal that exactly
divides n. Then with notations as above, we have:
degphq “ cppE{F qp#imph˚qq2 ¨ pξf , ξf qp “
#cokerph˚q
#imph˚q ¨ pξf , ξfqp.
Proof. In the case where F “ Q this is due to Ribet-Takahashi, stated
for example as Theorem 2.3 in [Tak]. The argument for a general totally
real F is essentially the same, and is given for instance in Theorem 3.2.6
in [De]. 
Corollary 4.4. Let n “ n`n´ be an admissible factorization, and p be
a prime ideal that exactly divides n. For any modular parametrization:
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
we have:
degphq “ cppE{F q ¨ pξf , ξfqp mod pQˆq2.
Proof. In the case where h is an optimal parametrization, this follows
from Proposition 4.3. In general, there is an E 1{F that is isogeneous
over F to E{F , with E 1{F admitting an optimal parametrization h1 :
Jpn`, n´q Ñ E 1{F . Then by applying Proposition 4.3 to h1, and then
using (4.1), we obtain Corollary 4.4 in general. 
Corollary 4.5. Let n “ n`n´ be an admissible factorization, and p be
a prime ideal that exactly divides n.
If rF : Qs is odd and p divides n`, then given a modular parametriza-
tion:
h : Jpn,OF q{F Ñ E{F
we have the following:
degphq “ ` ź
q|n´p
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ pξf , ξfqp mod pQˆq2
where the monodromy pairing is with respect to Jpn`, n´q{F at the
prime p.
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If rF : Qs is even and p divides n´, then given a modular parametriza-
tion:
h : Jpn`, n´q{F Ñ E{F
we have the following:
degphq “ `ź
q|n´
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ pξf , ξf qp mod pQˆq2
where the monodromy pairing is with respect to Jpnp´1, pq{F at the
prime p.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.4. 
We can now begin the proof of Lemma 3.4. We first show (3.18).
Thus for the moment F “ Q. As in the previous sections E{Q is an
elliptic curve corresponding to weight two cuspidal eigenform f “ fE
of level N , with N being the conductor of E{Q, such that N “ MQ,
where M and Q are relatively prime, and Q is a square-free product
of an odd number of distinct primes. Pick a prime p that divides Q.
Then put N` :“Mp and N´ :“ Q{p. The factorization N “ N`N´ is
then an admissible factorization.
We now apply Corollary 4.5 (for the case F “ Q so in particular
rF : Qs “ 1 is odd), with N` “ Mp and N´ “ Q{p (note that p
exactly divides N`). Then for a modular parametrization of E{Q by
XpN, 1q{Q “ X0pNq{Q, or equivalently by the Jacobian J0pNq{Q:
h : J0pNq{Q Ñ E{Q
we have
degphq “ `ź
q|Q
cqpE{Qq
˘ ¨ pξfE , ξfEqp mod pQˆq2.(4.2)
where the monodromy pairing is with respect to JpMp,Q{pq{Q at the
prime p.
We now explicate the monodromy pairing. Firstly, as a consequence
of the integral model of Deligne-Rapoport [DR] and K. Buzzard [Bu],
the work of Raynaud [Ra] gives a canonical identification between
XppMp,Q{pq and the Z-module of degree zero divisors on the super-
singular points on X pMp,Q{pqFp (namely the non-smooth points on
X pMp,Q{pqFp), and the set of supersingular points on X pMp,Q{pqFp
can be identified with the finite automorphic quotient:
Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ
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where B is the definite quaternion algebra over Q that ramifies exactly
at primes dividing Q and the archimedean place, and R is an Eichler
order of B of level M , and this identification respect the action of the
Hecke operators at primes not dividing N “ MQ. See for example
Proposition 3.1 and 3.3 of [Ri]; here in the case when Q{p ‰ 1, the
arguments in [Ri] apply verbatim to X pMp,Q{pqFp , when the results
of [Bu] is substituted in place of [DR] in the discussion in loc. cit.
Fix choices of representatives for elements b P Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ in pBˆ,
and we still denote the representative as b. Put:
Rb “ B X b pRb´1
then Rb is again Eichler order of B of level M . Define:
eb :“ #pRˆb {t˘1uq.
(thus eb is independent of the choice of representative of b P Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ
in pBˆ). Then under the previous identification of XppMp,Q{pq with
the Z-module of degree zero divisors on the finite set Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ, the
monodromy pairing p¨, ¨qp on XppMp,Q{pq is given by (the restriction
of) the Z-bilinear symmetric paring on the Z-module of divisors on
Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ, determined by the condition: prbs, rb1sqp “ eb if b “ b1, and
is equal to 0 otherwise, c.f. again the discussions in section 2 and p.
448 of section 3 in [Ri].
Now let φE be scalar-valued automorphic eigenform (with trivial cen-
tral character) with respect to Bˆ that corresponds to fE under the
Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. Thus φE is a function onB
ˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ,
and we chose φE so that it takes values in Q. Recall that the Peters-
son inner product on C-valued functions on Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ (with trivial
central character) is defined by the following: for φ1, φ2 two such func-
tions,
xφ1, φ2y :“
ÿ
bPBˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ
1
eb
φ1pbq ¨ φ2pbq.
The action of the Hecke operators at primes not dividing N is self-
adjoint with respect to the Petersson inner product.
Since φE corresponds to the cusp form fE , we have that φE is or-
thogonal to the constant functions on Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ. In particular:
0 “ xφE, 1y “
ÿ
bPBˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ
1
eb
φEpbq
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Now let t be a non-zero integer such that
t ¨ 1
eb
φEpbq P Z
for all b P Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ. Then
ζφE :“
ÿ
bPBˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ
pt ¨ 1
eb
φEpbqq ¨ rbs
is a degree zero divisor on Bˆz pBˆ{ pRˆ, hence a non-zero element of
XppMp,Q{pq. Note that pζφE , ζφEqp “ t2xφE, φEy. In addition since φE
corresponds to fE under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, one
has that ζφE belongs to the fE-eigen-submodule of XppMp,Q{pq, and
hence
ζφE “ s ¨ ξfE
for some non-zero integer s. In particular pζφE , ζφEqp “ s2pξfE , ξfEqp.
Summarizing, we have
pξfE , ξfEqp “ xφE, φEy mod pQˆq2.
and so (3.18) follows on combining this with (4.2).
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.4, it remains to establish (3.19).
For the moment we again consider the more general case. Thus F is
a totally real field, but with rF : Qs even, and n an ideal of OF with
admissible factorization n “ n`n´ (recall that in this case, n´ is a
square-free product of an odd number distinct prime ideals of OF ).
Let E{F be an elliptic curve of conductor n that is associated to
parallel weight two cuspidal Hilbert eigenform f “ fE over F of level
n, and
h : Jpn`, n´q Ñ E{F
be a modular parametrization. Denote by BF the quaternion alge-
bra over F that ramifies exactly at the archimedean places of F (in
particular BF splits at all the finite places of F ), and let RF be an
Eichler order of BF of level n. Now let ΦE be scalar-valued automor-
phic eigenform (with trivial central character) with respect to BˆF that
corresponds to fE under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. Thus
ΦE is a function on the finite automorphic quotient B
ˆ
F z pBˆF { pRˆF . We
choose ΦE so that it takes values in Q.
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Now the Petersson inner product onC-valued functions onBˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF
(with trivial central character) is defined by the following: for Φ1,Φ2
two such functions,
xΦ1,Φ2y :“
ÿ
bPBˆ
F
z pBˆ
F
{ pRˆ
F
1
eb
Φ1pbq ¨ Φ2pbq.
Here eb is defined as follows. Fix choices of representatives for elements
b P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF in pBˆF , and we still denote the representative as b. Put:
RF,b “ BF X b pRF b´1
then RF,b is again Eichler order of BF of level n. We have:
eb :“ #pRˆF,b{OˆF q
(eb is independent of the choice of representation of b P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF inpBˆF ). The action of the Hecke operators at primes not dividing n is
self-adjoint with respect to the Petersson inner product.
Now let p be a prime dividing n´. Then applying Corollary 4.5 to
h : Jpn`, n´q Ñ E{F , we have:
degphq “ `ź
q|n´
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ pξfE , ξfEqp mod pQˆq2
where the monodromy pairing is with respect to Jpnp´1, pq{F at the
prime p. We now explicate the monodromy pairing and relate it to the
Petersson inner product xΦE ,ΦEy.
As before RF is Eichler order of BF with level n; in addition let RF
be an Eichler order of BF of level np
´1, such that RF Ă RF . Now
as a consequence of the integral models of Cerednik [Ce] and Drin-
feld [Dr], the work of Raynaud [Ra] gives an injection of Xppnp´1, pq
into the Z-module of degree zero divisors on the non-smooth points
of X pnp´1, pqkp , c.f section 2 of [Ri]. In addition, one has a descrip-
tion of the special fibre X pnp´1, pqkp ; equivalently a description of the
the dual graph of X pnp´1, pqkp , where the set of non-smooth points of
X pnp´1, pqkp corresponds to the set of un-oriented edges, and the set of
irreducible components of X pnp´1, pqkp (which are isomorphic to P1kp)
corresponds to the set of vertices. It is a bipartite graph. One has that
the set of un-oriented edges of the dual graph can be identified with:
BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp
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and this identification also gives an orientation to the dual graph.
While the set of vertices of the dual graph can be identified with:
pBˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp q ˆ Z{2Z
with the two copies of BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp in pBˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp qˆZ{2Z form-
ing the partition of the set of vertices of the dual graph into two disjoint
subsets of vertices, and which gives the dual graph the structure of a
bipartite graph that respects the orientation. These identifications re-
spect the action of Hecke operators at primes not dividing n
Under these identifications, the image of Xppnp´1, pq in the Z-module
of degree zero divisors on BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp is equal to the kernel of the
degeneracy maps from level n to level np´1, namely equal to the ker-
nel of the degeneracy maps from the Z-module of degree zero divi-
sors on BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp , to the Z-module of (degree zero) divisors on
BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp ; in terms of the dual graph of X pnp´1, pqkp and the
choice of orientation as above, the degeneracy maps correspond to the
two maps: sending an oriented edge to its source, and sending an ori-
ented edge to its target; c.f. section 2 of [Ri], section 1.4 - 1.5 of [N].
Fix choices of representatives for elements c P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp in pBˆF ,
and we still denote the representative as c. Similar to before put:
RF,c “ BF X c pRF c´1
then RF,c is again Eichler order of BF of level n. Define:
eppqc :“ #ppRppqF,cqˆ`{pOppqF qˆq.
Here in the definition of e
ppq
c , the terms on the right are defined as
follows. As for O
ppq
F it is the subring of F consisting of elements that are
integral at all finite places of F other than p. Put R
ppq
F,c “ RF,cbOF OppqF ,
and pRppqF,cqˆ` is the group of elements γ P pRppqF,cqˆ such that the reduced
norm NBF {F pγq P pOppqF qˆ satisfies ordpNBF {F pγq ” 0 mod 2 (eppqc is
independent of the choice of representative of c P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp inpBˆF ).
Then under the previous identification ofXppnp´1, pqwith a Z-submodule
of the Z-module of degree zero divisors on the finite set BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp ,
the monodromy pairing p¨, ¨qp on Xppnp´1, pq is given by (the restric-
tion of) the Z-bilinear symmetric paring on the Z-module of divisors
on BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp , determined by the condition: prcs, rc1sqp “ eppqc if
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c “ c1, and is equal to 0 otherwise, c.f. again section 2 of [Ri], and
Proposition 3.2 of [Ku], section 1.5.3 of [N].
To compare the monodromy pairing with the Petersson inner prod-
uct, we assume in addition that p is inert over Q; thus p “ pOF where
p is a prime number. Then with this p, we have
BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF “ BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp
(and so the set of representatives of BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF and BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆFFˆp inpBˆF would be taken to be the same set). We also have an isomorphism
induced by inclusion:
RˆF,b{OˆF – pRppqF,bqˆ`{pOppqF qˆ
and hence eb “ eppqb for all b P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF .
Now as before ΦE is scalar-valued automorphic eigenform (with triv-
ial central character) with respect to BˆF that corresponds to fE under
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, chosen so that it takes values
in Q. Let t be a non-zero integer such that
t ¨ 1
eb
ΦEpbq P Z
for all b P BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF . Then again:
ζΦE :“
ÿ
bPBˆ
F
z pBˆ
F
{ pRˆ
F
pt ¨ 1
eb
ΦEpbqq ¨ rbs
is a degree zero divisor on BˆF z pBˆF { pRˆF .
Now E{F has conductor equal to n, and so fE and hence ΦE is new
at p. Then ΦE is in the kernel of the degeneracy maps from level n to
level np´1, c.f. for example section 1.5.7 of [N], and hence the same
is true for ζΦE . Then ζΦE is a non-zero element of Xppnp´1, pq. One
has pζΦE , ζΦEqp “ t2xΦE,ΦEy. In addition since ΦE corresponds to fE
under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, one has that ζΦE belongs
to the fE-eigen-submodule of Xppnp´1, pq, and hence
ζΦE “ s ¨ ξfE
for some non-zero integer s. In particular pζΦE , ζΦEqp “ s2pξfE , ξfEqp.
Consequently, we have
pξfE , ξfEqp “ xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQˆq2.
Thus to summarize, we have:
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Proposition 4.6. In the case where rF : Qs is even, suppose that
some prime ideal p dividing n´ is inert over Q. Then we have, with
notations as above:
degphq “ `ź
q|n´
cqpE{F q
˘ ¨ xΦE ,ΦEy mod pQˆq2
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 3.4. Namely that E{Q
is an elliptic curve whose conductor is equal to N “ MQ, with M,Q
relatively prime, and such that Q is a square-free product of an odd
number of distinct prime numbers. We take F {Q to be real quadratic
field as in the setting of section 3; thus all primes dividing M splits in
F , while all primes dividing Q are inert in F . Consider the base change
E{F , which is an elliptic curve of conductor equal to n “ NOF . Take
n` “MOF , n´ “ QOF . Then n “ n`n´ is an admissible factorization,
and the prime ideals dividing n´ lie over bijectively with the primes di-
viding Q, and are inert over the corresponding prime numbers dividing
Q.
The elliptic curve E{F is associated to the parallel weight two cus-
pidal Hilbert eigenform f “ fE of level n, given by the base change
of f “ fE from GL2{Q to GL2{F . Proposition 4.6 is applicable in this
setting, and we see that the proof of (3.19) is completed, simply on
noting that, since E{F is the base change of E{Q, we have for each
prime q|Q:
cqpE{Qq “ cqpE{F q, where q “ qOF .
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